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Abstract  
Genetic association is a challenging task for the identification and characterization of genes that increase the susceptibility to 
common complex multifactorial diseases. To fully execute genetic studies of complex diseases, modern geneticists face the 
challenge of detecting interactions between loci. In this paper, two evolutionary methods were compared to detect associations of 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs): a genetic algorithm and Gauss particle swarm optimization.  Genetic algorithm was 
developed with partial matched crossover operator and two different strategies for initialization: regular initialization and top-5 
strategy initialization. In both methods for different SNP barcodes (SNP combinations with their corresponding genotypes) the 
difference between case and control data is computed systematically. The algorithms look for the best combination which is the 
barcode with maximum difference between the two groups. Analysis results support that the genetic algorithm with top-5 
strategy for initialization provides higher frequency difference values than the Gauss particle swarm optimization. It is also 
proved that a genetic algorithm reduces a computational cost for obtaining higher frequency difference between the case and 
control group. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ICAFS 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
Cancer is a complex disease which is a result of complex interactions between several genes and environmental 
factors. Common genetic variations in the form of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and their interplay can 
emerge cancer susceptibility. Other than rare mutations, commonly occurring SNPs have also been shown to be  
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associated to breast cancer risk. Rare variants with clear functional consequences on the proteins are classified as 
mutations while SNPs falls into the category of commonly occurring (>1%) genetic variations. SNPs have been 
considered functionally insignificant compare to mutations 1.  
In recent years increased attention has focused on the use of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to detect 
SNPs associated with hereditary phenotypes in order to understand the significant factors associated with disease 
susceptibility. Since complex diseases like cancer are a result of the interactions between genes and also 
environmental factors, current studies, mostly focus on the effect of combined multiple SNPs on many complex 
disease risks. However, association studies for multiple SNP candidates can be completely tedious and the SNP-
SNP interaction analysis is still computationally expensive, especially if the number of candidate SNPs is very large. 
The associations for genotype frequencies in the case and control data have a significant impact on susceptibility to 
diseases and cancers, and the complex interactions among genes and environmental factors are a key research 
subject in common human disease etiology. Current studies focus on the combined effects of multiple SNPs on 
many cancer and disease risks, but association studies for multiple SNP candidates are hampered by complex 
computations 2.  
A large number of SNPs leads to have an extremely large number of possible combinations, which naturally falls 
into the non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) optimization problem category. In order to fully identify 
SNP-SNP interactions, statistical methods are not sufficient for a large number of associated SNPs. Bioinformatics 
researchers suggested many different artificial intelligence methods to deal with this challenge, for example 
multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR)3, polymorphism interaction analysis4 particle swarm optimization 
(PSO)5, or genetic algorithms (GA)6. 
For a large group of SNPs specifying the considerable frequency difference between case and control group is 
quite challenging due to the large number of possible SNP combinations. 
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The total number of possible combinations of SNP barcodes can be calculated by the Eq. (1), where N is a 
number of SNPs, and M is the selected number of SNP combinations which we intend to examine; constant 3 refers 
to three possible genotypes for SNP. However, statistical analysis is insufficient to fully detect the association for 
genotype frequencies of high-dimensional cancer and noncancerous data sets. Therefore, evolutionary methods are 
needed to approach this challenge 6. 
In this paper, two different methods were applied in order to identify SNP interactions related to breast cancer 
disease:  Genetic Algorithm with two different strategies for initialization and Gauss particle swarm optimization. 
With these two methods the effect of 23 SNP combinations from six steroid hormone metabolism and signaling-
related genes involved in breast cancer-related pathways, was evaluated. Analysis results support that the genetic 
algorithm with top-5 strategy for initialization provides higher frequency difference values than the Gauss particle 
swarm optimization. It is also proved that a genetic algorithm reduces a computational cost for obtaining higher 
frequency differences between the case and control group. 
2. Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic method, was invented by John Holland in the 1960s. In genetic algorithm at 
first an initial population is generated. It is usually a population of randomly generated individuals. Each individual 
represents a candidate solution. In every iteration the population evolves toward better solutions. The evolution 
occurs by some alterations in individuals which are performed by operators: crossover and mutation. Genetic 
algorithm applies the following genetic operators: chromosome encoding and initialization, selection, crossover, 
mutation, and replacement 7.
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2.1. Data Encoding. 
 In this problem each chromosome in genetic algorithm is a group of two sets: SNP numbers and their genotypes. 
Therefore chromosome encoding can be represented as: 
 , ,(  , ), 1, 2,..., , 1, 2,...,i i j i jC SNP Genotype i n j m     (2) 
Where . ,i jSNP    represents the selected SNP and . ,i jGenotype   shows the genotype of the selected SNP which 
is one of the three possible types (AA, Aa, aa) 6. m refers to the current number of individual in the population, and 
n implies the number of selected SNPs. For example, if each SNP number and its related genotype is considered as a 
pair in the form of (SNP number, genotype), we can have three different pairs like (12, 3), (23, 1) and (5, 2). 
Therefore the combination of these three pairs can be demonstrated in this form: 
 12,23,5 3,1,2(  , )C SNP Genotype   (3) 
2.2. Population Initialization.
The first step for implementing genetic algorithm is data initialization. In this paper, two different strategies for 
data initialization are used. First “Regular initialization”, which initializes the population randomly, and second 
“Improved initialization” which was proposed by Chang et al 8.   
2.2.1. Regular Genetic Algorithm Initialization.  
In regular genetic algorithm which is implemented in this work a set of possible solutions are randomly 
generated. For n-SNP barcode identification and the population size of P the initialized matrix must have the size of 
2*n*P. Half of the chromosomes are SNP numbers and the other half are their related genotypes. The number of 
SNPs in each row (chromosome) must not be repeated while it is obvious that genotype numbers in each row are 
completely independent and can be repeated many times.  After producing the two parts of the chromosome 
separately, they are attached together and create a complete chromosome.  If the chromosome already exists in the 
population, the chromosome is discarded and a new one is generated. The whole process is repeated until the 
population size is reached.  
2.2.2. Improved Genetic Algorithm Initialization.  
Chang et al 8 proposed a new strategy for improving the stability of genetic algorithm. The only difference of the 
new method was in initialization step. In improved genetic algorithm, five best solutions from the previous level are 
passed to the next level and participate in the competition among chromosomes of the new level. 
The process starts with 2-SNP barcode. For 2-SNP barcode all possible combinations can easily be evaluated and 
the best solutions can be found in a reasonable amount of time. The initialization for this level is completely 
random. Now for 3-SNP barcode instead of just randomly initialize the population, those combinations with a higher 
chance to be the best solution are given the opportunity to take part in the competition. Among these top 5 results of 
2-SNP combinations, five 3-SNP combinations which may have a better chance to be the best solutions are 
constructed. In order to find the best 3-SNP combinations made by top five 2-SNP combinations, all possible values 
for the missing third SNP and its genotype should be examined, the new generated combinations are then evaluated 
and finally the combination with the best frequency difference value is chosen as the best. In other words 2-SNP 
barcodes search themselves for the best 3-SNP barcode. In general n-SNP barcodes search themselves for the fittest 
(n+1)-SNP barcodes. The details of the process of obtaining the fittest (n+1)-SNP barcodes by using n-SNP 
barcodes can be found elsewhere in the article by Chang et al 8. 
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2.3. Fitness Function.  
The evaluation of SNP barcodes is the base of the fitness function in genetic algorithm. Since in this problem we 
are looking for maximum difference between case and control group, the best chromosome (barcode) is the one 
which has the highest frequency difference value. The frequency difference value between breast cancer cases (case 
group) and noncancerous cases (control group) reflects the level of the risk for the disease. Therefore the maximum 
frequency difference is what we intend to reach eventually. In order to calculate the frequency difference value we 
need to calculate the frequency of the existence of that particular combination in the case group and in control group 
separately and then find the difference between these two values. The expression can be written as: 
 ( ) ( )( ) i ii
Case C Control C
F C
Case Control
 
    (4) 
Where iC is the particular combination of SNPs, case is the total number of these samples (the particular 
combination of SNPs), control is the total number of these samples in the control group. 
So first the number of intersections between iC and case group is calculated and by dividing this value to the 
number of samples in case group, the frequency value is computed. Then the number of intersections between iC  
and control group is calculated and by dividing this value to the number of samples in control group, the frequency 
value is computed, and finally by calculating the difference between these two frequency values the frequency 
difference value is achieved 8. 
2.4 Selection.  
Binary tournament selection is used as a selection method in the paper. In binary tournament selection two 
chromosomes are picked up from population randomly, their frequency difference values are compared and the best 
one is selected as parent. This process is repeated two times and both parents are passed for crossover and mutation 
operations. 
2.5. Crossover.  
The two chromosomes which were selected as parents by binary tournament selection are then participating in 
crossover to generate new children. As it was mentioned before, each chromosome in the population consists of two 
parts: SNP part and genotype part. First half, which belongs to SNP part, contains SNP numbers which exist in that 
chromosome. Therefore, having repeated SNP numbers in one single chromosome will be senseless. The second 
half of the chromosomes belongs to the related genotype of those SNPs which have the values of 1, 2 or 3 and 
obviously can be repeated. Since the essences of the two parts of chromosome are different we need to apply two 
different types of crossover methods in each part, generate separated children for each part and then attach the 
generated child from SNP parts and the generated child from genotype part together and make a complete new 
offspring. For SNP part in order to avoid repetition the partially matched crossover (PMX) method is applied and for 
genotype part uniform crossover method is used. 
2.6. Partially Matched Crossover.  
Partially matched crossover (PMX) prevents the offspring to have repeated elements. Therefore, for the SNP part 
of the chromosome it is more effective to use PMX crossover method. In PMX method two points are selected 
randomly. The corresponding alleles between these two points is called a swath. The whole process is that the swath 
part in the first parent will be copied completely and the corresponding swath in second parent is sprinkled in the 
child and finally all the remaining alleles are copied from second parent to the child 9. 
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2.7. Mutation.  
Since the nature of the two parts of the chromosome is different, in order to do the mutation two different 
methods for each part are used. In the first half of the chromosomes, which contains SNP numbers, repetition must 
be avoided while in the other half, which consists of genotype data elements can be repeated.  
For the SNP part of the chromosome the decision of changing the allele is made based on a parameter called 
mutation probability. For each single allele a random value is generated and SNP allele is mutated only if the 
random value is smaller than mutation probability value. In order to avoid repetition a list of available SNPs which 
have not been used in the chromosome yet is updated and one of the values in the available list is used to mutate the 
SNP part of the chromosome. The only difference between mutating SNP part and genotype part is that in genotype 
part the repetition is allowed so a random number in the range of {1, 2, 3} is used for mutation. 
2.8. Replacement and Termination. 
 In this paper, the age-based replacement method is used. It means that the new population contains only 
offspring but not parents. Thus, in each generation via tournament selection two parents are chosen and the offspring 
after crossover and mutation operator are added to a new population. The process is repeated until the size of the 
new population reaches the size of the initial population. Finally the best chromosome in the older population is 
replaced with the worst chromosome in the new population. The process is terminated when the maximum 
generation number is reached. 
2.9 Parameter Settings.  
The parameters setting represented in Table 1 is used for the experiments to assess a quality of the both methods: 
conventional GA and improved GA with top-5 initialization strategy. 
Table 1. Genetic algorithm parameters setting. 
Parameter Value 
Crossover Probability 0.8 
Mutation Probability 0.1 
Population Size 50 
Number of generations 100 
3. Gauss Particle Swarm Optimization 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart 10. The PSO concept is based on a 
robust theory of swarm intelligence to search for the optimal solution of complex problems. The swarm intelligence 
describes an automatically evolving system through the simulation of the social behaviour of organisms, e.g., the 
social behaviour of knowledge sharing. Valuable information can be shared amongst swarm members to offer a 
certain objective which leads individuals toward optimal direction 11. 
In 2014 Chuang et al 12 proposed a special type of PSO named Gauss chaotic map particle swarm optimization 
(Gauss PSO) to identify SNP-SNP interactions for breast cancer. Gauss chaotic mapping had been shown to be a 
powerful tool for avoiding entrapment in local optima of PSO. The main advantage of Gauss chaotic mapping is that 
it does not increase the complexity of the PSO search process 13. 
In this paper, Gauss PSO is applied in breast cancer data in order to make a comparison with other methods. In 
classic PSO the random numbers r1 and r2 influence the global and local search. In Gauss chaotic mapping the 
random values r1 and r2 are replaced by generating chaotic sequences Gr1 and Gr2. The following equation shows 
how r1 and r2 should be modified: 
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The chaotic sequence Gr is the result of the gauss chaotic mapping with values in the range (0-1). Therefore the 
velocity update equation is changed to: 
 1 1 2 2( 1) * ( ) . ( ).( ( ) ( )) . ( ).( ( ) ( ))i iii i iiv k w v k c Gr k p k x k c Gr k g k x k     
)& )& )& & )& ))&
  (6) 
Another difference of this algorithm with classic PSO lies in the value of inertia weight. The chaotic inertia 
weight (w) linearly decreases from . maxw   to minw  by the following expression: 
 maxmax min min
max
( )* i
Iteration Iteration
w w w w
Iteration

     (7) 
Where . iIteration   is the number of the current iteration,  maxIteration  is the maximum number of iterations. 
maxw  and  minw  should be set in parameters setting step. The updated position still is calculated by using the same 
equation that is used in classic PSO: 
 ( 1) ( ) ( 1)i i ix k x k v k   
))& ))& )&
  (8) 
3.1. Parameter Settings.  
 
The parameters setting represented in Table 2 is used for the experiments to assess an efficiency of the Gauss 
PSO algorithm. The population size and the number of generations were established the same to make proper 
comparison of GA and Gauss PSO to find better solutions. 
Table 2. Gauss PSO parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Population size 50 
Number of generations 100 
Maximum of inertia weight  ( maxw ) 0.9 
Minimum of inertia weight  ( minw ) 0.4 
Cognitive acceleration coefficient (c1) 2 
Social acceleration coefficient (c2) 2 
4. Experimental Results 
All experiments were performed in MATLAB for combination orders 2 to 12 with three implemented methods:  
x Genetic Algorithm with PMX crossover operator and top-5 strategy initialization, 
x Genetic Algorithm with PMX crossover operator and regular initialization 
x Gauss Particle swarm optimization  
For each of these methods and for each combination-order 50 runs were executed. 
To estimate an effect of different SNP barcodes on the occurrence of breast Odd-Ratio (OR) and Relative-Risk 
(RR) is used to measure the association between the genotype combination and the disease, and p-value is used to 
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decide if the result is statistically significant 14.Odd-Ratio (OR) and Relative-Risk (RR) are calculated according the 
following expressions:  
 
Table 3 compares six methods mentioned above by representing the frequency difference value of the best results 
of all methods. By observing the results we can conclude that the results of a genetic algorithm with uniform 
crossover and top-5 strategy for initialization are same as a genetic algorithm with PMX crossover and top-5 
strategy for initialization and better than all other methods for all combination orders. But a genetic algorithm with 
PMX crossover and top-5 strategy for initialization needs less computational cost to find the best solution than a 
genetic algorithm with uniform crossover and top-5 strategy for initialization. The Gauss PSO method gives higher 
frequency difference value than the methods 4, 5 and 6. As it is observed in the best results of the methods genetic 
algorithm with top-5 strategy for initialization provides higher Odd Ratio (1.15-7.01) and Risk Ratio (1.07-1.75) 
than all other methods. The increasing OR value from 2 to 10 SNP suggests that these SNP barcodes represent an 
increased risk for breast cancer. 
Table 3. Comparisons between proposed methods and the methods implemented by Chang et al 8. 
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Method 
GA with PMX and 
Top5 Initialization 
GA with Uniform and 
top5 initialization 8 
Gauss 
PSO 
GA with PMX and 
regular Initialization 
GA with uniform and 
regular initialization 8 
Regular 
PSO 8 
2SNP 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 
3SNP 1.86 1.86 1.86 1.66 1.42 1.5 
4SNP 1.2 1.2 1.06 1.2 0.84 0.44 
5SNP 0.82 0.82 0.66 0.66 0.42 0.12 
6SNP 0.46 0.46 0.38 0.24 0.24 0.06 
7SNP 0.34 0.34 0.2 0.18 0.14 0.02 
8SNP 0.24 0.24 0.16 0.12 0.1 0.02 
9SNP 0.18 0.18 NA 0.06 0.08 NA 
10SNP 0.12 0.12 NA 0.06 0.04 NA 
11SNP 0.12 0.12 NA 0.04 0.02 NA 
12SNP 0.1 0.1 NA 0.02 0.02 NA 
According to p-value for different combination orders, GA with top5-strategy for initialization (whether with 
PMX crossover operator or uniform crossover operator) , can identify statistically significant SNP barcodes 2-,3-,4-
,5-,6-,7-,9- and 11-SNP combinations whereas the two methods Gauss particle swarm optimization and GA 
(whether with PMX crossover operator or uniform crossover operator) with regular initialization, both identify 
statistically significant 2-,3-,4 and 5-SNP combinations. Regular particle swarm optimization only identifies 2- and 
3-SNP combinations in a statistically significant manner. 
5. Conclusion 
Variations in genes or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and the complex interactions between SNPs can 
increase the risk of a complex disease like a cancer. Because of the huge number of SNP combinations involved, it 
is difficult to obtain the most associated SNP barcodes with that particular disease. In this thesis best SNP barcodes 
for 23 SNPs associated with the breast cancer disease were identified through three methods. 
x Genetic Algorithm with PMX crossover operator and top-five strategy for  initialization, 
x Genetic algorithm with PMX crossover operator and regular initialization, 
x Gauss Particle Swarm Optimization 
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The results demonstrate that a genetic algorithm with PMX crossover operator and top-five strategy for 
initialization can identify the maximum frequency difference value between case and control groups more 
effectively. Although using PMX crossover rather than uniform crossover does not give any higher frequency 
difference value in genetic algorithm with top-5 strategy for initialization, it significantly reduces the computational 
cost of finding the best solutions. Also results suggest that in genetic algorithm with regular initialization, our 
implemented GA with PMX crossover operator reveals better results in comparison to GA with uniform crossover 
method that was used by Chang et al.8, in terms of obtaining higher frequency differences, and computational cost is 
also reduced by finding the proper place for a genotype at once. 
The results also demonstrate that maximum frequency difference values have been found by Gauss particle 
swarm optimization (GPSO) is higher than GA with PMX crossover operator and regular initialization proposed in 
the paper. Moreover Gauss particle swarm optimization (GPSO) shows higher frequency difference values between 
case and control groups, compare to two of the methods proposed by Chang et al.8 GA with uniform crossover and 
regular initialization and regular particle swarm optimization.  
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